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It’s an elegant, subtle and quietly impressive event full of pleasant moments turning into long term 
reminiscences afterwards.   
 

DetaileD Description:

InvItatIon A few weeks in advance the guests receive invitations in a retro style inviting to attend an elegant 
evening. The dress code is undoubtedly retro. The most suitable venue for the event is a museum, 
a town hall or a mansion. 

MeetIng of the guests Upon arrival guests see an elegantly decorated building and two special pots with burning fire on 
both sides of the entrance.  

A valet (event assistant in a valet’s costume) meets the guests at the door. There is a flower seller 
walking around and giving small fresh flower bouquets as a welcoming gift to all ladies. 

Female event assistants wearing retro party dresses collect guests’ business cards into a glass 
vase for the upcoming lottery. 

Waiters offer each guest a glass of wine and help them to find their places at the table.   

Cheerful background music is playing in the venue: the well-known pieces from popular musicals 
and films, such as “A Man and a Woman”, “The Three Musketeers”, etc. 

openIng of the event The lights become subdued and the guests hear fanfares (a recording). The event opens with an 
impressive performance by opera singers singing pieces from the famous musical “Notre Dame”. 
Afterwards the Host of the event greets the guests, introduces himself and invites the Company’s 
CEO to the stage for a welcoming speech.

After the event is officially open, the Host invites the guests to enjoy the food, the drinks and the 
festive evening. The guests socialize, enjoy their meal and listen to a live performing string quintet. 

a concert: songs from the past 
The Host introduces a singer who is going to sing 3 or 4 French singer’s Edith Piaf songs. 

To animate the evening, the singer’s performance is followed by the business card lottery.  The 
glass vase with business cards collected in the beginning of the evening is brought to the stage, 
and the Host selects five winners who receive elegant and tasteful prizes, for example, a bottle of 
very good and expensive wine or whiskey, a framed reproduction of a well-known painting, etc. 



  After the lottery is over, the Host invites a well-known singer to sing 3 or 4 songs by the legendary 
Frank Sinatra. 

The waiters start bringing in the main dish of the evening.  Meanwhile on a large stage screen 
the guests are tempted by the extracts from famous musicals, watching and hearing well-known 
songs, such as “Singing in the rain”, “The Sounds of Music” and “The Phantom of the Opera”, etc. 

The concert finishes with popular Russian romance songs performed live and accompanied by live 
guitar music.
 
Then the Host announces that he has a present prepared for the guests. Accompanied by the 
sound of fanfare a cake with the company logo and cake fountain sparklers is brought in. At the 
same moment, tons of confetti are thrown on the guests from high above. 

Disco “not just retro…”
After enjoying the sweet treat the guests are invited to leave their places at the table as it is now 
time to dance. To begin with, there is a rock ‘n ‘roll band that gets everyone going in no time. Later 
on the disco continues with a DJ who plays the good old songs that everyone is familiar with.   

We wish you a stunning party!
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